The basic function of companies is to add value to society.
Profits are a means to an end, not an end in itself. The ability
of companies to innovate, scale and invest provides them with
a powerful base for positive change. But companies are also
criticized for not contributing sufficiently to society’s grand
challenges. An increasingly VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain,
Complex and Ambiguous) world creates serious
governance gaps that not only require new ways of regulation,
but also new ways of doing business. Can companies
effectively contribute to sustainable development and
confront society’s systemic challenges?

‘Presents state-of-the-art science-based answers’
Paul Polman

Arguably the most important frame to drive this ambition was
introduced and unanimously adopted in 2015: the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The SDG-agenda
not only defines a holistic set of global goals and targets, but
also foundational principles to guide meaningful action to
their achievement by 2030. Multinational companies have
signed up to the SDGs as the world’s long-term business plan.
Realizing the SDGs provides a yearly US$12 trillion
investment and growth opportunity, while creating hundreds
of millions of jobs in the process. But progress is too slow –
witnessing society’s inability to deal with pressing human,
ecological, economic and health crises – whilst the vast
potential for societal value creation remains underutilized.
This book provides a timely account of the systemic, strategic
and operational challenges that need to be addressed to
enhance the effectiveness of corporate involvement in society,
by using the SDGs as leading principles-based framework for
actionable, powerful and transformative change.

‘Essential reading’
Ros Tennyson

Principles of Sustainable Business is written for graduate and
post-master (executive) students, policymakers and business
professionals who want to understand the complex challenges
of global sustainability. It shows how companies can design
and implement SDG-relevant strategies at three levels: the
macro level, to assess whether the SDGs present wicked
problems or opportunities; the micro level, to develop and
operationalize innovative business models, design new
business cases and navigate organizational transition
trajectories; the meso level, to develop fit-for-purpose crosssector partnering strategies. Principles of Sustainable
Business presents innovative tools embedded in a coherent
sequence of analytical frameworks that can be applied in
courses for students, be put into practice by business
professionals and used by action researchers to help
companies contribute to the Decade of Action.

‘An important contribution’
Ban Ki-moon
‘An amazing resource’
Mette Morsing
‘Outstanding book’
Akinwumi Adesina
‘Eloquently written, yet academically rigorous’
Klaus Schwab

‘Badly needed road map’
Jan Peter Balkenende
‘Unique and outstanding textbook’
James Austin
‘Adds the new narrative for the future’
Johan Rockström
‘Deserves a spot on your desk’
Teresa Fogelberg
‘Confirms and inspires our SDG-investing
journey’
Karin van Baardwijk
‘A must-apply approach for all universities’
Santosh Kumar Kudtarkar
‘A must read’
Kuntoro Mangkusubroto
‘Presents new techniques and tools to walk the
talk’
Peter Bakker
‘A one-stop-shop’
Lorraine Eden
‘Presents the clear and defining frameworks’
Paul Hawken
‘Comprehensive guide’
Constantine Alexandrakis
‘Value guide to strategic investment decisions’
Mohamed Nasheed
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